was of the 9th magnitude, with a fairly sharp nucleus of magnitude 103/2 or 11. As the preliminary orbit predicted an interesting career for the visitor, it was decided to make a series of photographs at intervals, depending upon the degree of activity developed. The Floyd is provided with a guiding eye-piece with adjustable electrical illumination. Though of rather high power, this eye-piece has been found particularly useful in guiding on faint objects. In the case of this comet, the intersection of two fine cross-wires was the reference-point in guiding.
As the comet brightened, it was decided to make simultaneous lkrge-scale photographs with the Floyd telescope, which may be adapted for photographic purposes by reversing the crown-lens. The focal length is then iyS cm . An additional telescope of 7 cm aperture and 95 cm focal length was added to the combination, the guiding arrangements being transferred to this smaller instrument. The plate of October 25th shows three main streamers, of which the central one is brightest and longest. The tail splits up into two streams close to the head. The fainter one is straight, while the brighter one curves away a little and divides into two straight streamers. On the following night the fainter streamer has nearly disappeared. No other streamers appear, but the main tail suddenly spreads about 3 cm , or 2 0 , from the head to six times its width near the coma, and a rift appears in the center of this thicker portion. On October 27th several new streamers appear. On the negative of October 31st as many as eight distinct streamers can be seen. They extend about 7 cm from the head, while the main tail continues i6 cm to the edge of the plate. On the following night these streamers have faded, while on November 2d there is but one connected with the main tail, which has straightened out to a narrow bright streamer of varying width.
On the earlier negatives, the nucleus is sharp and clearly defined. It is surrounded with a layer of nebulous matter. As the comet approaches the Sun, the nucleus spreads, and the layer of nebulous matter seems to diminish in thickness while a heavy fan-shaped spray appears on the side of the head away from the Sun.
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